
Robert Smith 
CMM Operator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Experienced CMM operator with many different sets of skills as well as the 
drive to meet all goals and deadlines. Worked well both in teams and as an 
individual combined with a positive and cooperative attitude.

WORK EXPERIENCE

CMM Operator
ABC Corporation -   July 2007 – July 2008 

Responsibilities:

 Operated and programmed CMM using Virtual DMIS Software.
 Utilized the CMM for Part Layouts, Capability Studies, Gage Rs and Gage

R&amp;Rs.
 Performed Layouts using blueprints and CAD for various customers in 

the fields of automotive, furniture, aerospace, and medical.
 Responsible for maintaining records from Layouts, Fixture Layouts, Gage

Rs &amp; R&amp;Rs.
 Communicating with customers concerning the work being performed 

for them.
 Performed measurements on various measuring instruments and 

devices for the Calibration Lab within MetroCal.
 Operated and programmed CMMs (coordinate measuring machines) 

Inspected purchased parts, manufactured parts, gears, subassemblies, 
and customer test materials form final assembled machines.

CMM Operator
Delta Corporation -   2005 – 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Started as a press operator for 4 years then was a floor inspector for 2 
years then advanced to a CMM Operator.

 Operated and programmed a Starrett CMM using Apogee Software.
 Performed part Layouts, fixture layouts, capability studies, and Gage Rs.
 Responsible for the calibration of all measuring equipment within the 

company, performing the calibration yourself, or having it outsourced to
an accredited company.

 Responsible for creating and maintaining all records for layouts, Gage 
Rs, Gage R&amp;Rs, fixture layouts, and all calibrations.

 Also responsible for quality help on the production floor when needed.
 Operate CMM, read reports, explain findings to production.

Education

Bachelor's in Computers - September 1986(Hopkins High School - 
Hopkins, MI)
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SKILLS

Setup, Metrology, 
Reverse Engineering.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
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Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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